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Abstract

Sample entropy is a powerful tool for analyzing the complexity and irregularity of physiology signals which may be associ-
ated with human health. Nevertheless, the sophistication of its calculation hinders its universal application. As of today,
the R language provides multiple open-source packages for calculating sample entropy. All of which, however, are designed
for different scenarios. Therefore, when searching for a proper package, the investigators would be confused on the
parameter setting and selection of algorithms. To ease their selection, we have explored the functions of five existing R
packages for calculating sample entropy and have compared their computing capability in several dimensions. We used
four published datasets on respiratory and heart rate to study their input parameters, types of entropy, and program
running time. In summary, NonlinearTseries and CGManalyzer can provide the analysis of sample entropy with different
embedding dimensions and similarity thresholds. CGManalyzer is a good choice for calculating multiscale sample entropy
of physiological signal because it not only shows sample entropy of all scales simultaneously but also provides various
visualization plots. MSMVSampEn is the only package that can calculate multivariate multiscale entropies. In terms of
computing time, NonlinearTseries, CGManalyzer, and MSMVSampEn run significantly faster than the other two packages.
Moreover, we identify the issues in MVMSampEn package. This article provides guidelines for researchers to find a suitable
R package for their analysis and applications using sample entropy.
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Introduction

In 1948, Shannon founded the discipline of information theory
by extending the concept of entropy, originated from statistical
physics, into the process of channel communication [1]. Since
then, many researchers have improved Shannon’s definition
of entropy in different directions. Kolmogorov proposed
Kolmogorov entropy (KS entropy) [2], which calculates the
change rate of Shannon entropy in a system. To simplify the
calculation of KS entropy, which requires profound mathemati-
cal reasoning, Pincus [3] proposed approximate entropy as an
alternative for short and noisy physiological time series.
Proposed by Richman and Moorman in 2000 [4], sample entropy
removes self-matching of the time series in the approximate
entropy to provide more accurate entropy values. Consider a
distance less than a preset threshold as a match between two
segments in a dataset of continuously measured data points.
Regularity may be represented by the probability that, in a data-
set of continuously measured dataset, two segments with one
or more data points are still matched given the two non-added
segments are matched. Sample entropy is defined as the negative
logarithm of this probability, thus measuring irregularity. In 2000,
Costa’s team proposed multiscale sample entropy (MSE) [5] to cal-
culate sample entropy in different scales, which may show a ro-
bust pattern of entropy values as an index of complexity. Based
on MSE, multivariate MSE (MMSE) considers cross-correlation
of variables in the time series obtained simultaneously from
multisensor magnetoencephalogram (MEG) [6].

As a distinguishing feature of human’s health and disease
status, sample entropy has been studied in various physiological
signals, such as RR interval (a time interval where two consecutive
R waves crest in the electrocardiogram)[7, 8], blood glucose [9], re-
spiratory flow [10, 11], and MEG [6]. Studies have confirmed that
different status, such as gender, age [5], exercise habits, and dis-
ease [7, 9], can lead to the differences of sample entropy. For
example, the sample entropy of RR interval in healthy people is
higher than that in the patients with heart disease [7], and the
sample entropy of blood glucose in healthy people is higher than
in the patients with type I or type II diabetes [9]. The decrease in
sample entropy of certain physiological dynamic index may reflect
the debility of the corresponding organ or system of the body;
thus, these various concepts of entropies have been broadly
employed in classification of disease severity and prediction of dis-
ease progression.

The lack of a powerful tool to calculate entropies, however,
is still an obstacle faced by investigators in the field of life scien-
ces who mostly do not have a solid mathematical background.
Currently, there are very few pieces of software that can
calculate entropy. MATLAB has only a paid wavelet package
which can indirectly calculate Shannon entropy, log entropy,
and cross entropy; these entropies are not suitable for
researches of physiological dynamics due to the complexity of
calculation and restriction of the algorithms. MATLAB has no
packages for other entropies; therefore, investigators have to
write algorithms by themselves. Although there exist several
published MATLAB programs for entropy calculation on the
Internet, it is difficult for beginners to customize the codes to
meet their requirements. There are also some C programs on the
Internet that perform sample entropy computation. However,
the requirement of advanced knowledge and experience in the C
language obstructs the investigators without the background of
computing science. Furthermore, according to our research, there
are no programs or packages for entropy calculation in SAS, SPSS,
Stata, and other statistical software. Besides, Kubios [12] has

designed a software, Kubios HRV, to calculate the entropy of
heart rate variability in several specific file formats. However, the
free version of this software can only calculate sample entropy
and approximate entropy for RR interval in certain formats; mul-
tiscale entropy is available in premium version only.

R is an open-source statistical computing language with a large
repository of extensible packages. For physiological signals, there
are R packages designed for approximate entropy, sample entropy,
multiscale entropy, and even multivariate multiscale entropy.
However, no investigation was performed hitherto demonstrating
their differences and weighing up their pros and cons. Therefore, in
order to facilitate the application in physiological signals, this article
systematically compares the performance of these R packages.

Material and methods
R packages for sample entropy

We searched for R packages containing functions of sample en-
tropy calculation. Until now, there were totally five R packages con-
taining functions for calculating sample entropy: mousetrap [13],
pracma, nonlinearTseries, MSMVSampEn [14], and CGManalyzer [15].

Based on nonlinearTserie, another package, RHRV, is developed to
measure heart rate variability specifically in electrocardiogram
graphs [16]. Since both packages have the same principle, we will
discuss them together. Reading high-dimensional and multiscale
datasets, MSMVSampEn calculates multivariate multiscale entropies
for time series with multiple variables. CGManalyzer focuses on glu-
cose data and provides a multiscale entropy algorithm.

Definition of sample entropy and its extensions

Sample entropy
The description of sample entropy and related terms is based
on the following notation. Let m be an embedding dimension
which shows the length of two segments in a sequence to be
compared, k be time lag showing the effect of long-range auto-
correlation to a sequence, r be similarity threshold showing the
tolerance for accepting similar patterns between two segments.
Sample entropy is calculated in the following steps below:

1. for a time series of length N: Xif g ¼ x1; . . . ; xi; . . . ; xNf g;
2. define m-dimensional delay vectors um ið Þ ¼ xi; xiþk;f

xiþ2k . . . ; xiþ m�1ð Þkg; 1 � i � N� m� 1ð Þk; 1 � k � N� 1;
3. calculate the Euclidean distance (d) between um ið Þ and um j

� �
:

ðd um ið Þ;um j
� �h i
Þ. For the defined parameter r, nm

i rð Þ repre-

sents the number of d um ið Þ;um j
� �h i

which is no larger than

r (d um ið Þ;um j
� �h i

� r). Cm
i rð Þ is defined as the ratio of nm

i rð Þ to

the whole distances: Cm
i rð Þ ¼ nm

i rð Þ= N�mþ 1ð Þ;
4. average Cm rð Þ, we get Cm rð Þ ¼ 1= N�mþ 1ð ÞP N�mþ1ð Þ

i¼1 Cm
i rð Þ,

which denotes the probability that the distance between any
two vectors is no greater than r;

5. increase the dimension from m to mþ1, then repeat Steps
2–4 to get Cmþ1 rð Þ; and

6. sample entropy is calculated as:

Sample entropy m; rð Þ ¼ �ln
Cmþ1 rð Þ
Cm rð Þ

" #
:

MSE
To quantify the system dynamics of a time series on different
scales, MSE computes sample entropy of coarse-grained time
series.
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For a monovarietal discrete time series Xif g ¼ x1; . . . ;f
xi; . . . ; xNg, the coarse-grained time series y sð Þ is defined as:

y sð Þ
j ¼

1
s

Xjs

i¼ j�1ð Þsþ1

xi; 1 � j � N=s;

where N=s is the length of the coarse-grained time series
y sð Þ
� �

: When the scale is 1 (y 1ð Þ ¼ Xif gÞ, the coarse-grained time
series equals the original series.

Then the sample entropy of time series y sð Þ, which is the
MSE of Xi, is calculated. s as time scale shows the degree of
granularity for each sequence.

MMSE
MSE is a univariate method which has been used to measure
complexity of single channel physiological signals. Recent devel-
opments in sensor technology have achieved routine recording
of multivariate time series from physical systems simulta-
neously, such as electroencephalogram recorder. In contrast to
MSE which only considers each data channel separately, multi-
variate sample entropy considers possible associations among
multivariate time series and obtains a comprehensive entropy
value [6]. Its calculation requires the following two steps.

Step 1: As in MSE calculation, for a q-dimensional time series,
calculate the coarse-grained q-dimensional time series y sð Þ

q where
s as time scale shows the degree of granularity of each sequence.

Step 2: Use the q-dimensional coarse-grained time series to
calculate multivariate sample entropy, the result is the MMSE
of q-dimensional time series in scale s.

For each coarse-grained time series, the algorithm of calcu-
lating multivariate sample entropy is as follows.

1. For a q-dimensional time series of length N: Xif g ¼ x1; . . . ;f
xi; . . . ; xNg, where

xi ¼ xi 1ð Þ; . . . ; xi j
� �
; . . . ; xi qð Þ

n o

2. Define n ¼maxðMÞ �maxðKÞ. M is the embedding vector
and K is the time lag vector: M ¼ m1; . . . ;f mj; . . . ;mqg;
K ¼ k1; . . . ; kj; . . . ; kq

� �
3. Construct (N � n) composite delay vectors XqðiÞ 2 R

q.
4. Calculate the maximum distance (d) between XqðiÞ and XqðjÞ,

(d XqðiÞ;XqðjÞ
� �

¼maxl¼1;...;qfjx 1þ kl � i þ l� 1ð Þ � xð1þ kl � j þ
l� 1Þjg. For the defined parameter r, let ni rð Þ represent the
quantity of maximum d no greater than r
(d XqðiÞ;XqðjÞ
� �

� r). The ratio of number ni rð Þ to the whole
number is calculated as BM

i rð Þ ¼ ni rð Þ= N� nþ 1ð Þ.
5. Average BM rð Þ, we get BM rð Þ ¼ 1= N� nþ 1ð ÞP N�nþ1ð Þ

i¼1 BM
i rð Þ,

which denotes the probability that the distance between any
two vectors is no greater than r.

6. Extend the dimension of multivariate delay vector from M
dimension to (Mþ1) dimension and calculate the BMþ1

i rð Þ.

The multivariate sample entropy is calculated as:

MSample EntropyðM;K;N; rÞ ¼ �ln BMþ1 rð Þ=BM rð Þ
� �

Physiological datasets

To test these programs, we used four online datasets, the fea-
tures of which are shown in Table 1.

Datasets 1 and 2 are air flow records obtained from a published
clinical trial [17]. Dataset 1 was collected from one patient by

overnight respiratory monitoring devices at the frequencies of
1 Hz and Dataset 2 was collected from another patient at 5 Hz.
Datasets 3 and 4 are downloaded from Physionet (https://physio
net.org/). Dataset 3, downloaded from the Fantasia Database
(https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/fantasia/) [18, 19],
contains RR interval recordings from 10 young people and 10
elderly people. Dataset 4 is the first record of the QT Database
(https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/qtdb/) [19, 20]. All four
datasets and example R codes have been uploaded to the website
https://quantitativelab.fhs.um.edu.mo/analytic-tool/. Readers can
refer them to complete the sample entropy calculation quickly.

Results

Our introduction and comparison are based on the latest ver-
sion of the five R packages. The package details are in Table 2.

Introduction of the programs

In mousetrap, the computing program for sample entropy is
Mt_sample_entropy. With the purpose of analyzing the data of
computer mouse-tracking experiments, this package processes
not only physical signals but also trajectory data. Therefore,
researchers need to adjust their data format to comply with the
requirement. In this program, adjustable parameters include
embedding dimension and similarity threshold.

Pracma has two functions for computing entropy: sample_en-
tropy for calculating sample entropy and approx_entropy for ap-
proximate entropy. This package is designed for numerical
analysis and calculation of linear equations. Users can adjust
embedding dimension, similarity threshold, and time lag.

In nonlinearTseries, a package focuses on nonlinear analysis
of time series, the function sampleEntropy calculates sample en-
tropy. Before calculating entropy with this package, correlation
dimension should be precomputed, then sample entropy can be
generated by dividing correlation sums in different embedding
dimensions. By setting a series of embedding dimensions and
similarity thresholds, sampleEntropy can simultaneously display
entropy values under different conditions. By modifying the
parameters associated with the amount of computation, users
can shorten the operating time.

MSMVSampEn is the computing program designed to com-
pute MMSE. This package is built on GitHub, so Devtools is
required before its installation. Under particular parameter
settings, it can calculate multivariate sample entropy, MSE, or
multivariate MSE. The drawbacks, however, are that it can only
output one type of entropy in each run and that users need to
manually iterate each scale when calculating multiscale
entropy. Adjustable parameters are embedding dimension,
similarity threshold, time lag, and time scale. Both embedding
dimension and time lag are expressed as vector. In the calcula-
tion of MMSE, all variables of one time series are generally

Table 1: General information of testing datasets

Dataset no Data type Data point number
of Datasets

Data content

Dataset 1 Air flow 196 533 24-hours recording of
one subject

Dataset 2 Air flow 44 419 24-hours recording of
one subject

Dataset 3 RR interval Average 6000 20 subjects
Dataset 4 RR interval 1134 One subject
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set with the same embedding dimension and time lag. When
calculating the entropy of a single variable, the vector dimen-
sion can be reduced to one dimension. When the time scale is 1,
the result is sample entropy. MMSE was originally applied to
MEG data. Since we did not find datasets in this type, we only
analyzed univariate time series in this article.

MSEbyC.fn, the function for calculating MSE in CGManalyzer,
is originally designed by one of the authors of the current paper,
Xiaohua Douglas Zhang, to calculate MSE of glucose data gener-
ated by several continuously glucose monitoring (CGM) devices.
MSEbyC.fn calculates sample entropy using C language, which
significantly shortens the operating time, especially for huge
dataset. Required parameters are embedding dimension,
similarity threshold, time lag and time scale. One advantage of
this package is that it can calculate and display multiple sample
entropies on different scales (the default scale is from 1 to 10) at
a time. Another advantage is its ability of handling missing
values and checking/controlling data quality, which generates
more reliable results of sample entropy.

Summary of feature

Table 2 shows the information of five packages and the key
features of these programs for sample entropy calculation. For
input data, mousetrap and CGManalyzer require a specific data
format, while the other three programs accept one-dimensional
time series data. Besides, MVMSampEn can also process
high-dimensional time series. The adjustable parameters
differ among these programs. For embedding dimension,
nonlinearTseries and CGManalyzer can handle multiple embed-
ding dimensions simultaneously, while the other three can only
calculate entropy on single embedding dimension. The embed-
ding dimension of all packages default to 2, under which the

sample entropy has been proven to be able to retain enough in-
formation from time series and possess effective statistical
properties [3]. For the time lag, it is fixed to 1 in mousetrap and
CGManalyzer, and is modifiable in the other three packages, in
which the default time lag is set to 1. For similarity threshold,
nonlinearTseries and CGManalyzer can calculate the entropy
under multiple similarity thresholds, while the other three can
only calculate the entropy of a single similarity threshold.
Extra supportive tools need to be pre-installed for MVMSampEn
package: it calls functions in Devtools before installing. Besides,
nonlinearTseries requires manual calculation of correlation
dimension before computing sample entropy. For the outputs,
mousetrap, pracma, and MVMSampEn give only one single en-
tropy value, while NonlinearTseries produces entropy values on
multiple embedding dimensions and multiple similarity thresh-
olds, and CGManalyzer yields a series of multiscale entropy
values. Moreover, NonlinearTseries and CGManalyzer also embed
functions to draw graphs for further analysis.

Application in physiological datasets

Table 3 shows the calculated entropy values and operating time
of these five programs on the four datasets. The related result of
dataset 3 is obtained using the data in the first subject of the
study. Pincus [3] and Richman [4] have proven that when the
parameter embedding dimension m¼ 2, similarity threshold r is
between 0.1�SD (SD represents the standard deviation of each
sequence) and 0.25�SD and time lag k¼ 1, the sample entropy
can retain enough information from time series and have
effective statistical properties. Hence the parameters in our cal-
culation were set as: embedding dimension m¼ 2, similarity
threshold r¼ 0.2�SD, and time lag k¼ 1. All computations were
conducted in the same HP desktop computer: Elite Desk 800 G2
TWR, with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, 16.0 GB

Table 2: Comparison of five R programs

Package mousetrap pracma nonlinearTseries MVMSampEn CGManalyzer

Download web
address

https://cran.r-proj
ect.org/web/

https://cran.r-proj
ect.org/web/

https://cran.r-proj
ect.org/web/

https://github.com/ https://cran.r-proj
ect.org/web/

packages/mouse-
trap/index.html

packages/pracma/
index.html

packages/
nonlinearTseries/
index.html

areshenk/
MSMVSampEn

packages/
CGManalyzer/
index.html

Latest version Version 3.1.3, Version 2.2.5, 9 April
2019

Version 0.2.6, 21
February 2019

No exact version Version 1.2
Updated time 4 October 2019 17 July 2017 23 October 2019
Core function mt_sample_entropy sample_entropy sampleEntropy MSMVSampEn MSEbyC.fn
Type of entropy Sample entropy Sample entropy,

Approximate
entropy

Sample entropy MMSE MSE

Types of input data Mouse movement
trajectory

One-dimensional
time series

One-dimensional
time series

High-dimensional
time series

One-dimensional
time series

Embedding dimension Single, modifiable Single, modifiable Multiple, modifiable Single, modifiable Multiple, modifiable
Time lag Unchangeable Modifiable Modifiable Modifiable Unchangeable

(Time lag ¼ 1) (Time lag ¼1)
Similarity threshold Single, require mul-

tiplying standard
deviation

Single, require mul-
tiplying standard
deviation

Multiple, require
multiplying stan-
dard deviation

Single, require mul-
tiplying standard
deviation

Multiple

Estimated value No No Yes No No
Multiscale value No No No Yes Yes
Output value Single value Single value Multiple value Single value Multiscale value
Figures for displaying

data/results
No No Yes No Yes

Required package/
work

No No Require correlation
dimension

Require Devtools
package

No
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installed memory, and 64-bit Operating System. The develop-
ment environment was R-studio Open Source Edition, based
on R version 3.3.4.

For each physiological dataset, mousetrap returned a result
that deviated considerably from the other four programs
(shown as “mousetrap with diff” in Table 3). By reviewing its doc-
umentation, we found that this deviation is caused by an auto-
matic computation of the first-order differences before
calculating sample entropy when the parameter “use_diff” is set
to “TRUE” (the default value). This setting is primarily desired
when analyzing computer mouse trajectories. Mt_sample_entropy
yielded consistent values (shown as ‘mousetrap without diff’ in
Table 3) after setting the parameter “use_diff” to “FALSE” (using
the recently updated version of the package). When the data vol-
ume is small, the values from nonlinearTseries have a slight in-
crease (about 3%) from the mean, and the deviation decreases as
data volume increases. According to our four datasets, the differ-
ence was negligible when computing 40 000þ data points. We be-
lieved this is because the program approximates to sample
entropy by calculating the ratio of correlation sum, which gener-
ates noticeably different results from that of other algorithms
when data volume is less than 1000. In order to verify the robust-
ness of this conclusion, we designed the following experiment:
we created 5 subsets with sequence lengths of 40 000, 20 000,
5000, 2000, and 500, respectively, each subset containing 10
sequences intercepted from Dataset 1 randomly. We then calcu-
lated the mean and standard deviation of percentage errors be-
tween the sample entropy values of NonlinearTseries and that of
other packages. The result is shown in Table 4. We found that for
small datasets, the percentage error in the sample entropy values
computed by the nonlinearTseries package is large, about 2–3%
deviations from the values computed by the other packages. This
percentage error decreases as data length increases. This obser-
vation is consistent with what we described in the previous
sentence.

MSMVSampEn reported an error when computing Dataset 1:
MSMVSampEn returned an error message “In log(p1): NaNs
produced” and the program terminated. Repeating tests with

datasets of different volumes showed that the package failed to
work when handling more than 120 000 data points. The devel-
oper of MSMVSampEn attributes this to the limit of R’s ability to
process huge number of similarities.

Besides direct computation of the entropy values,
CGManalyzer provides a function handling missing values to get
more robust results. After the data are adjusted, it plots both
the corrected time series and the original ones, allowing
researchers to inspect their distributions and to ensure data
quality by potentially excluding outliers. Normally, the re-
searcher drops the missing values and connects the non-
missing values together to form a new sequence for analysis
because sample entropy calculation programs generally take
only non-missing data as input. In CGManalyzer package, four
methods for missing value processing are provided, one for di-
rectly removing missing values, one for linear interpolation,
one for local polynomial regression fitting, and the last one esti-
mates missing value by other periodic isomorphic data based
on data period characteristics. This function simplifies the pre-
processing of sequence and effectively increases the efficiency
of analysis. For more details, users can read the “help” file of the
CGManalyzer package. In our guideline, we used the method of
linear interpolation to deal with the missing value of first 500
points in Dataset 2 for demonstration. It should be noted that
the linear interpolation method does not work effectively in
some situations such as in Dataset 2. People who are interested
in handling missing values in the calculation of sample entropy
may refer to our recent publication in Dong et al. [21]. Figure 1
shows the original time series (top) and corrected sequence
(bottom). The red horizontal line is the mean of the sequence.
These two figures clearly show the proportion, location of miss-
ing values, and sequence after the processing of missing values.

The execution time of the five programs when calculating a
small dataset, such as Dataset 4, is similarly short. When calcu-
lating 10 000þ data points (such as Datasets 1 and 2), pracma
and mousetrap take much longer time, from quarters to hours,
than the other three packages which take <2 min. This is be-
cause these three programs pass the most time-consuming

Table 3: Sample entropy value and operating time for four datasets

Dataset Dataset 1 (191 415 points) Dataset 2 (44 419 points) Dataset 3 series 1 (6823 points) Dataset 4 (1134 points)

Package Value Time Value Time Value Time Value Time

Mousetrap with diff 0.2187467 6 h 5 m 58 s 1.083679 19 m 40 s 0.8499059 31 s 1.315703 1 s
Mousetrap without diff 0.1780288 6 h 19 m 16 s 1.286609 18 m 45 s 0.9012826 29 s 1.530295 1 s
pracma 0.1780246 11 h 20 m 7 s 1.286609 34 m 58 s 0.9012826 49 s 1.530295 2 s
nonlinearTseries 0.1780273 1 m 14 s 1.287526 1 s 0.9039996 1 s 1.535612 1 s
MSMVSampEn NaN NA 1.28662 2 m 11 s 0.9013839 3 s 1.530749 1 s
CGManalyzer 0.178 2 m 2 s 1.287 6 s 0.901 1 s 1.530 1 s

Table 4: The percentage error in the sample entropy values compared with the nonlinearTseries package and other packages.

R package name compared with nonlinerTseries 40 000 20 000 5000 2000 500

Mousetrap without diff 0.02% 6 0.01% 0.03% 6 0.02% 0.19% 6 0.12% 0.42% 6 0.30% 2.33% 6 1.09%
pracma 0.02% 6 0.01% 0.05% 6 0.02% 0.19% 6 0.12% 0.42% 6 0.30% 2.33% 6 1.10%
nonlinearTseries
MSMVSampEn 0.04% 6 0.03% 0.10% 6 0.06% 0.22% 6 0.20% 0.46% 6 0.20% 2.28% 6 2.40%
CGManalyzer 0.05% 6 0.01% 0.04% 6 0.03% 0.21% 6 0.18% 0.49% 6 0.32% 2.24% 6 1.15%

The percentage error is expressed as deviations from the values returned by the other packages and computed for datasets of different size. Values are given as mean

6 standard deviation.
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tasks to embedded C or Cþþ that has a much higher computing
speed than R. In order to investigate the stability of the results
for the operating times, we used the five different length sub-
sets built with Dataset 1 from the previous experiment and cal-
culated the mean and standard deviation of operating time
separately. The result is shown in Table 5. We found that for dif-
ferent sequences of the same length, the operation duration for
each program to calculate sample entropy was close, which
means the operating time is stable.

Only two packages, nonlinearTseries and CGManalyzer, can
generate figures displaying calculated entropy values.
nonlinearTseries plots a figure for each time series, while
CGManalyzer plots entropy results of a set of time series into one
figure. NonlinearTseries also provides a curve of similarity
threshold and sample entropy values at different embedding
dimensions (Fig. 2a) and a linear fit graph for identification of
optimal entropy value (Fig. 2b). Figure 2 (a) shows the trend of
sample entropy with similarity threshold. The investigator can
obtain the appropriate sample entropy value for analysis based
on selecting the appropriate similarity threshold (or similarity
threshold interval) from the trend graph. Figure 2 (b) shows
the sample entropy value after a linear fit for a similarity
threshold interval. Furthermore, both graphs can show the

effect of different embedding dimensions on the sample en-
tropy value. Users can choose the appropriate embedding di-
mension according to their needs. Otherwise, researchers can
directly select the embedding dimension ¼ 2 according to the
reference [3]. CGManalyzer draws two more graphs. One is a
trend curve of sample entropy changes and time scale with er-
ror bars for different groups (Fig. 3a), and the other is an an-
tenna plot which plots strictly standard mean difference (SSMD)
against the mean difference and its confidence interval between
a pair of different groups (Fig. 3b) [14]. The SSMD shows the de-
gree of differentiation of sample entropy in the two groups [22–
24]. Figure 3 shows that the MSE of heart rate variability for
young people is higher than that of the elderly. When scale ¼
3, the difference between the two is about 0.2 and the confi-
dence interval of mean difference is below 0, so the mean dif-
ference is significant. This example verifies that (multiscale)

Table 5: The operating time (unit: second) of five packages for different lengths of data

R package name 40 000 20 000 5000 2000 500

Mousetrap without diff 1205.6 6 428.73 278.4 6 10.85 25.0 6 3.37 19.6 6 1.29 3.1 6 0.32
Pracma 2034.0 6 507.65 440.2 6 5.16 27.1 6 0.31 4.4 6 0.52 0.3 6 0.48
nonlinearTseries 7.2 6 0.42 1.5 6 0.52 0.1 6 0.31 0.0 6 0.0 0.0 6 0.0
MSMVSampEn 104.8 6 1.98 26.4 6 0.70 1.7 6 0.48 0.5 6 0.53 0.0 6 0.0
CGManalyzer 7.0 6 1.05 2.0 6 0 0.3 6 0.48 0.3 6 0.48 0.2 6 0.42

Values are given as means 6 standard deviation.
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Figure 2: Graphs from NonlinearTseries. (a) Curve of sample entropy values

changing with similarity threshold under different embedding dimensions for

Dataset 2 (44419 points). (b) Linear fitting results for the curve of each embed-

ding dimension. Users can select a specific similarity threshold interval for a lin-

ear fit and then calculate the mean of these linear fitted values as an

approximation of the entropy values.
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sample entropy is significantly different between young people
and elderly.

Discussion

Our comparison of the five R packages of sample entropy
explores parameter configurations and output displays, cover-
ing almost all considerations of calculating sample entropy.
Based on the needs, these programs can be adjusted to calculate
various forms of sample entropy including univariate sample
entropy, MSE, MMSE, etc., with several visualization plots. The
major pros and cons for these five packages are summarized
in the following paragraphs.

Compared with other packages, mousetrap [13] and pracma
are easier to operate but with longer calculating time. While
pracma calculates sample entropy using the untransformed val-
ues of the time series, mousetrap can compute sample entropy
either using the untransformed values or the first-order differ-
ential (depending on the setting of the “use_diff” parameter).
In addition, pracma can calculate the entropy of different
time lags. C language is embedded into three packages,
NonlinearTseries, MVMSampEn [14], and CGManalyzer [15], which
calculate sample entropy significantly faster than mousetrap
and pracma. NonlinearTseries and MVMSampEn can quickly calcu-
late sample entropy and MSE for one parameter setting (embed-
ding dimensions, similarity thresholds, or different time scales)
each time. The CGManalyzer is developed for blood glucose data
collected using continuous monitoring devices [9]; it can also
process other kinds of signals when they are converted into the
required format. The package documentation includes an intro-
duction on necessary steps before running, such as format
preparation of data and creation of working folders.
CGManalyzer also provides data preprocessing functions for the
adjustment of missing values and quality control. To visualize

the final results, CGManalyzer generates a line graph with error
bars, which is suitable for the analysis among groups with dif-
ferent features, and nonlinearTseries draws curves of sample en-
tropy values with similarity thresholds to facilitate the
estimation of exact sample entropy.

One disadvantage of MVMSampEn and CGManalyzer in their
previous versions is that they cannot calculate time series with
more than 120 000 data points; however, this limitation can be
overcome by a minor revision in their corresponding C codes.
We have not only discovered this issue but also find the way
to solve this issue in CGManalyzer. After our finding of this
limitation of CGManalyzer, the authors of CGManalyzer have
now implemented this modification in the updated version in
CRAN and https://quantitativelab.fhs.um.edu.mo/analytic-tool/.
Readers can use the latest version to do the analysis. When
MVMSampEn is applied to time series data with more than 120
000 points, researchers should make this modification in
MVMSampEn accordingly.

In conclusion, CGManalyzer is more suitable for calculating
MSE of physiological signals, especially blood glucose. It produ-
ces entropy values in different embedding dimensions and sim-
ilarity thresholds at a time, and plots entropy values into line
graphs with error bars for different groups of data.
MSMVSampEn is the most suitable and the only one package for
MMSE calculation. It can also compute univariate sample
entropies and multiscale entropy after simple modification on
the parameters. One disadvantage of MVMSampEn in their
current versions is that they cannot calculate time series with
more than 120 000 data points. Similar to CGManalyzer,
NonlinearTseries also calculates entropy values in different em-
bedding dimensions and similarity thresholds at a time. Its
results, however, deviate slightly when the data length is short.
The above three packages run fast when calculating entropy
and the results can be displayed using figures according to re-
search needs. Designed to analyze computer mouse-tracking
data, mousetrap by default focuses on sample entropy for the
first-order difference of the time series. In the recently updated
version of the package, this behavior can also be changed,
which is especially important when analyzing general physio-
logical signals. To change this behavior, users can set the
“use_diff” parameter to “FALSE”. Users need to pay attention to
the parameter selection. Pracma has simple commands to calcu-
late both sample entropy and approximate entropy. These two
packages take very long time for large dataset, so we do not rec-
ommend them for physiological signals with more than 10 000
data points. On the other hand, the original codes of these two
programs are very easy for beginners to learn the calculation of
entropy.

Our research in this article will provide a guideline for
researchers in different areas with modest mathematics back-
ground on the choice of the most appropriate R program to
study sample entropy, MSE, and MMSE in various signal types,
as well as a suggestion on new R program development.
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